INTRO

DentalReach is a professional site and forum for dentists.

DentalReach is one of the fastest growing online communities for dentists, where you can talk dentistry. It's a place to be visible as a dental practitioner and get liked and lauded by fellow professionals.

While the rest of the world can openly share their stories, experiences, and challenges, ethics restrain dentists to converse in an open-to-all world. DentalReach is a gated community of dentists where you can converse freely. It gives you a great opportunity to connect with peers in your locality, region, country, and specialty base. It’s a place where you can voice your opinion as a dental professional, within your circle of specialty and outside.

It’s a podium for visibility and networking as a dental professional. Happy connecting!

Dr Rockson Samuel
Prosthodontics is love, prosthodontics is madness! If you are a part of the Prosthodontics fam, or are in love with this fantastic tertiary, rehabilitative field of dentistry, you will totally understand how these two words define the journey of a prosthodontics enthusiast. You have to consider ten different things in one case, co-ordinate with the dental lab and his team, find a way between patient’s expectations and reality – yes, it is crazy – but the results can be satisfying, making you fall in love with prosthodontics even more!

If you can relate to this, then you are in for an absolute treat in this month’s Prosthodontics – Special issue.

Dr Nupur Shrivao

Proud to be a Prosthodontist
God Creates...We Recreate
#Prosthodontistday 22nd January
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healthy smiles matter
1st International South Asian Society for Oral and Maxillofacial Implantology conference.

500+ DELEGATES 26-28 FEBRUARY DIGITAL CONFERENCE

WHO CAN ATTEND?
ALL DENTAL PRACTITIONERS, AND STUDENTS

Join us be a part of SASOMI

The conference will be focusing on the exchange of latest knowledge in the fields of digital dentistry, oncology and maxillofacial implantology.

CALL FOR FREE PAPERS
From practitioners, post graduate students, undergraduate students, interns.

Register with delegate fee of
Indian delegates ₹1000 only.
International delegate $20 USD

Life membership to SASOMI including Registration
Indian delegates ₹4000 only.
International delegate $100 USD

For Registration: Email: sasomi2020@gmail.com | Web: www.sasomi.org
Magic begins here!

All About Prostho
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READER VOICES

GOT SOMETHING TO SHARE?

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!

Special Contribution
Dr Deepa Ravichandran

Contributors of the month
Dr Liwanshi Shiokeen
Dr Shruti Goel
Dr Cathi Yang

Crossword puzzle winner
Dr Ishita Singhal

THANKS A MILLION!
How can you use the principles of prosthodontics for everyday dentistry?

Find out how prosthetic dentistry is connected to each branch of dentistry and drive your treatment plans in the right direction by clicking here!
Here the top 5 Benefits of doing a podcast.

1. It gives you the opportunity to create authority and credibility in your industry or niche.
2. It’s available to a worldwide audience, and the barrier to listen is, well, very low.
3. Those who listen to podcasts are IN LOVE with the medium!
4. A podcast can help you grow your audience.
5. Once you have an audience, podcasting gives you the opportunity to create an intimate relationship with them.

How to get started?
To send in your own podcasts, refer to details below -
1. Mode- Audio Message
2. Topic -
   - Clinical tip
   - An interesting article abstract
   - A product review
   - An instrument experience
   - Sound dental advice
   - A non – dental talent.
3. Time - 2 minutes.
4. Language - Any global language! (With English translation text)

Email your audio message to - nupur@dentalreach.co
Looking forward to listening from you!
Did you ever think that LEGO® can be used for making a functional prosthetic hand?

Well, not only is it possible, it's already patented by Indian researcher & Prosthodontist Dr Vishnu Manohar! Read the entire story!
IMPLANT CHARACTERISTICS

TAPERED DESIGN & OPTIMIZED THREAD
Variable threads from Coronal to Apical part allows gradual bone condensation.

SINGLE PROSTHETIC PLATFORM ACROSS ALL DIAMETERS
Minimizes the inventory

INTERNAL CONICAL CONNECTION WITH HEX
Provides rigid connection & stable biological seal.

DUAL ROUGH SURFACE
Macro & micro roughness for predictable bone & soft tissue integration.

WIDE RANGE OF PROSTHETIC SOLUTIONS CATERING TO ALL CLINICAL SCENARIOS.

CONTACT US

DR. NEETA SHETTY
HEAD - TRAINING & MARKETING
PLOT NO. 917, SEC-68
IMT FARIDABAD, HARYANA - 121001
MOB: +91 9804100444
DENTAL TECHNICIANS - THE UNSUNG HEROES!

Behind every successful man, is a woman. Behind every successful dentist, is a technician! This article is dedicated to the side-lined heroes of dentistry!
TIME KILLER

Last month’s answer:

TIME KILLER

Time for an entertaining challenge! Tickle your brain to solve the dentistry crossword in our latest edition.

Tiny Toothy Tales is here with comic #02!

Hail the ‘High’ and mighty!

Stop hitting me! Ow! It hurts...

Meanwhile...

They shaved my head off!!!
TOP 10 COOL PROSTHO FACTS!

Read top 10 historical and current fun facts about prosthodontics – love it or hate it, you cannot ignore it!!
DENTAL NEWS
Dr Zainab Rangwala

Pune Team Creates ‘Ears’ For Aussie Without Meeting Him
(by DR. ZAINAB RANGWALA © 23 hours ago)

Read more

Upcoming Course:

TMJ Pain Management
Online Masterclass

April 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th 2021
1 PM to 4 PM (IST)

For Registration: +91 9833400664
info@mikdental.in

LECTURES
ANIMATIONS
LIVE
PATIENT DEMONSTRATIONS
HANDS-ON (optional)
What do you think of when someone says ‘dental prosthesis’? Dentures, crowns, bridges, implants? At the most, TMD splints, OSA appliances?

There’s one major prosthesis we always forget, which opens up an entire sub-specialty in dentistry – mouthguards and sports dentistry! Read the entire story here!
Team DentalReach decided to come up with the perfect companion for your dental practice journey - Dental Marketing the 101 guide - completely authored by Dr Rockson Samuel, an aspiring unicorn marketer and in this editor's note, I present to you 4 experts, providing valuable insights into this relatively unknown world of marketing.
This month, DentalReach is digitally organizing & supporting two outstanding, prosthodontic-specific, international conferences:

1. The 13th Biennial Conference of the International Society of Maxillofacial Rehabilitation (ISMR), hosted by Indian Prosthodontic Society (IPS)

2. The 1st International South Asian Society for Oral & Maxillofacial Implantology (SASOMI) Conference!
THANK YOU!

COLLABORATE WITH US

Although some may think starting a business often means doing it alone, the reality is quite different. Collaboration is vital to the health and success of any business today. As neighbors and friends, it’s our natural inclination to look out for each other, and the world of business can be no different. There are many ways in which small-business owners can join forces and learn from each other, exchange ideas, increase purchasing power and grow revenues.

Why collaborate with DR?

1. Inspires you
2. Helps you grow your network
3. Educates you
4. Helps you save money
5. Solves problems
6. Is a win-win situation

Join our journey and grow together

Contact us:
Dr Rockson rockson@dentalreach.co
+91 7010650063
DentalReach
521/A, 2nd Main Rd, 2nd Block, 2nd Stage, Rajajinagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560055
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